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ATOMIC SOMBS and submarines are featured in “HellAnd High Water”
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ROMAN 6010S3EIM1 battles are more hair-raising than ever in GnemaScope

Victor Mature and Susan Hayward
jni»i 1b

'/>¦ Mm MlMlmy M DRAMATIC Am, “Night People," stars Sweden’s Anita Bjork and Gregory Peck

SCREEN.
a comic strip about King Arthur’s Court. In by shifts of lights or camera. And it is still S
it are Robert Wagner. Janet Leigh. James effective on the screen Wait until you see it! u/||| <'*£'•***.* ¦*

Mason. Debra Paget and others, but interest "IXmetrius And The Gladiator.” with Vic-
«vill be less in the cast, perhaps, or even in the tor Mature and Susan Hayward, is a sequel 11 * * * 4

story than in the sensational scenic hack- to “The Robe.” and seems to share in both
grounds, filmed in Scotland and rivaling Cin- the faults and virtues of the original. But the
erama travelogues in their sweep and beauty. photography is strikingly better. It cost I

One shot in particular, of a Viking ship $3,500,000 to make, so it represents almost
rounding a bight of land to enter a fjord, is asbig a gamble as “The Robe/' whj*to date ‘fRIDCE VALIANT,”a $3,000,000 production, a based on a comic strip
unrivaled by anything that has come out of looks as if it may return at least $20,000,000

Hollywood before. About the story, we can on the investment.
only say guardedly that itcertainly has plenty
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of action all of the time. i"- y*

“Night People." the other film well worth “Rivkr Os No Return” is a more corwen-

a tip-off, struck us as being the best of the tional outdoor drama, filmed in the Canadian

Cinemascope dramas to date, in terms of Rockies. It is distinguished for its scenery, flu*** / '^|§pNM
acting and direct ion. The cast includes (Gregory always sensational in Cinema Scope, but Bur f m-A
Peck. Broderick Crawford. Rita Gam and chiefly for the surprise casting of Marilyn £ * A
Anita Bjork, the Swedish screen star, and it Monroe as a great out-of-doors girl, wearing HI
was filmed in Germany. uncommonly tight levis, by the way, as the v*'MjlARjA A

In "Night People,” Cinema Scope has solved only concession to the ruggedness of her role. *W A
one of its basic problems that of dramatic “Hell And High Water” deals with sub- g

1 situation and dialogue involving only two marines and atom bombs, for the first time M

people, as in the first meeting between Craw- in CinemaScope. Bella Darvi, a new discov- | ATt|MbkA :
ford and Peck in the picture. The direction ery. and Richard Widmark are starred. The

” of this scene is closer to Broadway than to big problem in this picture was not to en-

a Hollywood, the long sequence is uninterrupted Continued on page 30 WRY CALHOUN and Marilyn Monroe in a scene from “River Os No Return”
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